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ABSTRACT 
Let G c GL(n, Cl be a matrix group and f : G + G an antiautomorphic involution 
of G; then f naturally defines a subgroup Gf = {A E G : Af(A) = I). For many 
classical groups, every member of G belongs to a left (right) coset of G, represented 
by a generalized symmetric matrix B = f(B). The paper remarks on the generalized 
existence of a polar decomposition and its numerical computation. The relationship 
between the map Q(X) = X-‘f(X) and the subgroups conjugate to G, is discussed. 
1. GENERALIZED POLAR DECOMPOSITIONS 
An antiautomorphic involution f : G + G on a group satisfies the relations 
f(XY) = f(Y)f(X) and f(f(X)) = X. Th ere are many examples of antiauto- 
morphic involutions f on the groups G = GL(n, R),GL(n, C). Define the 
subgroup Gf = (A E G : Af(A) = I] to be the group of rotations relative to f. 
Many classical Lie groups can be described as Gf for some f. 
EXAMPLE 1. 
(1) The unitary group and orthogonal groups U(n, C), O(n, C> are of the 
form Gf for G = GL(n,C) and f(X) = X*, XT, respectively. 
(2) The general linear group Gf = GL(n, R) for G = GL(n,C) and f(X) 
= x-1. 
(3) The Lorentz group = Gr for G = GL(4, R) and f(X) = JXTJ for the 
Minkowski metric J = diag(I, l,l, - 1) E R4x4. 
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(4) The real symplectic group Gf for G = GL(2 n, R) and f(X) = - JX’J 
for the symplectic form J E Rznx2” given by 
] = p I 1 ” -oln 
Note that every element g E Am(G) of order two corresponds to an 
antiautomorphic involution f(X) = g(X)-’ = g(X-‘) and vice versa. Define 
the set of group elements symmetric relative to f by PI = (B E G : B = f(B)). 
The group Gr has a natural action on P’ via conjugation: for A E Gr and 
B E Pr we have ABf(A) E Pr. 
Symmetric elements relative to f do not always possess square roots 
belonging to G [i.e. X E GL(n, R), where det X < 01. We shall call (G,f) a 
polar group if for all X E G there exists a square root dm E PI. All of 
groups in the example above are polar. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let f be an antiautomorphic involution on a polar group 
G. Every member X E G can be written as a product X = AB where A E Gr 
is a rotation relative to f and B E Pf is symmetric relative to f. 
Proof. Let B = dm E G. Since B E Pr, thus f(B) = B. Let A = 
XB-‘. Note that B-’ =[f(X>X]-’ = X-‘f(X)-‘. Hence A E Gr since 
Af(A)=XB-‘f(B)-‘f(X)=XB-‘f(X)=Z. 
X can also be expressed as BA, where by conjugation B = ABf(A) E Pr. n 
COROLLARY 1. Every matrix X in GL( n, C) can be written as X = AB 
where A E GL(n, R) is real and BB = Z (X c* x- ‘). 
COROLLARY 2. Every special unitary matrix X E SU(n, C) can be ex- 
pressed as X = AB where A E SO(n, R) is a rotation and B-’ = fi= B* 
(x H XT). 
COROLLARY 3. Every special Lorentz transformation X = AB can be 
viewed as the composition of a rotation A and a directional time dilation B 
(X w XT). 
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COROLLARY 4. Every rotation of three-space X E SO(3, R) can be writ- 
ten as a product of a yaw rotation A about z and a rotation B about a vector in 
the x, y body plane (X e JXTJ, where J = diag( - 1, - 1,l)). 
COROLLARY 5. (G, f) is polar iff there exists a polar decomposition 
G = GrP’ = P’Gr. 
EXAMPLE 2. (Numerical computation of polar decomposition). The nu- 
merical computation of a polar decomposition of a polar group (G,f) is 
reduced to finding the square root of Y = f(X>X for X E G. The Newton- 
Raphson square root iteration 
B n+1 =$(B,+YB,‘) 
converges quadratically with initial guess B, = Y. The iteration is invariant 
under a change of basis {B’,} = T{ B,}T- ’ = (TB,T- ‘) and hence can be 
viewed as a square root iteration in its canonical form. 
2. POLAR LIE GROUPS AND ALGEBRAS 
An antiautomorphic Lie group involution induces a Lie algebraic involu- 
tion f* on the associated Lie algebra 9 where f* [ 7, y ] = - [f* 77, f* -y ] for 
7. y E &. The following diagram commutes: 
f 
G-G 
=P 
I I 
=P 
f* 
3-3 
On one parameter subgroups, f(etv> = e tf*‘r. Define the sets of algebra 
elements which are symmetric and skew relative to f * : 
q*=bF~:f*77=4 and ,Bf,={~~9:f*q=-q) 
Every member 77 E 9 of the algebra can be written as the sum of its 
symmetric part (v + f * rj)/2 and skew part (7 - f *r/)/2. The following 
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properties are immediate and are left to the reader: 
LEMMA 1. Let G be a Lie group and f an antiautomorphic involution. 
(1) s=q-*q . 
(2) df, is the Lie* algebra associated with Gf. 
(3) exp 9;, C Pf. 
(4) rq*,~f*lC~f*. 
(5) Wf, > q* 1 z .a,*. 
Every Lie group G and antiautomorphic involution f is locally polar [i.e., 
for X in a neighborhood of the identity, f(X)X has a square root in P,-1. The 
global statement is false by the following example: 
EXAMPLE 3. Let H be a Lie group such that h E H does not have a 
square root in H. Consider the group G = H x H and the involution 
f(h,, h2) = (h,‘, h;‘). Clearly f(h, e)-(h, e) = (h, h-‘) E Pf does not have a 
square root, and hence (G,f) is not polar. 
There is a connection between polar and semisimple Lie groups and 
algebras. Let I?(~,71 be the standard Killing form on a Lie algebra J: 
B(~,Y) = trace(ad,ad,). 
If f* is a Lie algebra automorphism or antiautomorphism, B(~J) = 
B(f, q,f*~). The decomposition 9 = .YY~*$&~* of a polar algebra yields 
the orthogonality relation B(gf*, ,a,*) = 0. An algebra 9 is called semisim- 
pie if the symmetric form B is nondegenerate. Every semisimple algebra [2] 
possesses a Cartan decomposition and an antiautomorphic involution f, 
where gf* corresponds to a maximal compactly embedded subalgebra of 9, 
and B is negative (positive) definite on 8,. <gf*)>. Hence, semisimple 
algebras can be made polar. 
3. AN ASSOCIATED MAPPING 
The propositions in this section are completely analogous to those in [l] 
and proved in the same manner. Let (G,f) be a polar group. Define an 
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intertwining mapping @, where Q(X) = X- ‘f(X). The map (3 : G + G is 
readily seen to have the following two properties: 
@(f(A)) =@(A)-‘, 
and for R E G 
R-‘@(A)R=@(f(R)AR). 
Since f(@(A))A@(A) = A, we see that if X E G is in the range of Cp, then 
X-’ is similar to f(X). 
An element A E G is called normal if Af(A) = f(A)A. Direct computa- 
tion yields: 
PRVPOSITION 2. The following are equivalent: 
(i) @(A) E Gr, 
(ii) A is normal, 
(iii) A@(A) = @(A)A. 
The following proofs are identical to those in [I]. 
PROPOSITION 3. The following are equivalent for T a member of u polar 
group (G, f ): 
(i) T is similar in G to a member of Cf. 
(ii) f(T)QT = Q for some Q = f(R)R E Pr. 
(iii) T = X-‘Y with f(X>X = f(Y)Y. 
Proof. Suppose V = RTR-’ with R E G and V E Cr. Then I = f(V) 
V= f(TR-‘)[f(R)R]TR-‘. But Q = f(R)R E Pf, and so (i) implies (ii). 
Let X = fi; then T = X-‘(XT) and f(X)X = Q = f(XT)XT, so (ii) implies 
(iii). Finally assume (iii); then YX-’ = YI’Y-’ and f(YX-‘)YX-’ = f(X)-’ 
[ f(Y)YlX_’ = I, since f(Y)Y = f(X)X. n 
PROPOSITION 4. The following assertions are equivalent for a polar group 
(G,f) andAEG: 
(i) @(A) is similar in G to a member of Cf. 
(ii) f(S)AS is normd for some S E G. 
(iii) QAQ is normal for some Q E Pr. 
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Proof. S-'@(A)S = @(f(S)AS). H ence (i) holds iff (ii) does. Part (iii) 
clearly implies (ii). Assume (ii); let f(S) = VQ, where V E Gf and Q E P’. 
Then QAQ must be normal, since f(S)AS = V(QAQ)f(V) is normal. n 
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